**Kemmerer Bottle**

**General Purpose Stainless Steel/Polyethylene**

Useful for general purpose sampling at specified depths! The all-angle head locks the sampler in the open position and unlocks when struck by the messenger, closing both end seals of the sampler. Constructed of a stainless steel sampling tube and polyurethane end seals, the Kemmerer has few moving parts and needs little maintenance. 1.2L Volume.

**Ordering Information**

- **BME223488** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless Steel/Polyethylene, 1.2L, w/Case 6 kg
- **BME223489** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless Steel/Polyethylene Kit, 1.2L, including: 30m (100 feet) of braided line, messenger and carrying case, 6 kg
- **BME223490** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless Steel/Polyethylene, 1.2L, w/o Case 3 kg

**Kemmerer Bottle**

**Stainless/Teflon**

For extra heavy duty use! Constructed of all stainless steel with Teflon end seals for sampling industrial solvents, strong acids and bases at temperatures up to 232°C. Also for sampling when stainless steel and Teflon is required. 1.2L Volume capacity.

**Ordering Information**

- **BME223482** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless/Teflon w/Case 6 kg
- **BME223483** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless/Teflon Kit, including: 30m (100 feet) of steel cable, messenger and case, 7 kg
- **BME223484** Kemmerer Bottle Stainless/Teflon w/o Case 3 kg

**Kemmerer Bottle**

**Stainless Steel/Polyurethane**

With this small diameter Kemmerer bottle, take discrete samples at any depth not just the surface like conventional bailers. Constructed of durable stainless steel with polyurethane end seals and trip head that closes both ends of the sampler when struck by the messenger. Sampling volume of 0.6L. Outer diameter 45mm.

**Ordering Information**

- **BME221492** Kemmerer Bottle Kit, includes: 66m of polyester line, messenger and carrying case, 8 kg